WHAT IS YOUR DESTINATION? What is your DESTINY?

DO YOU WANT TO SPEAK A FOREIGN LANGUAGE FLUENTLY?

DO YOU WANT TO ADD INTERNATIONAL VALUE TO YOUR MAJOR?

DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT STUDying ABROAD?

LET THE JOURNEY BEGIN AT THE LOYOLA...

MODERN LANGUAGES & LITERATURES INFORMATION FAIR

Crown Center Lobby ** Tuesday, November 12, 2013 ** 3 to 5 p.m.

Talk to students who have studied abroad for their language majors

Discuss programs with Interdisciplinary Studies Directors, and OIP reps

Discover study abroad opportunities in dynamic, evolving international cities

Majors or Minors in:
French, Italian, Spanish
Spanish MA

Minors in interdisciplinary programs:
Arabic Language & Culture, Asian Languages & Literatures * German Studies
Islamic World Studies * Polish Studies * Rome Studies

Dynamic language programs in:
Arabic, Chinese, Hebrew, Hindi, Japanese, Polish, Portuguese, Russian